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Life After Life Raymond A. Moody 1976 Reports and examines
the phenomena experienced in common by people revived from
clinical death or from near-death
Cell-Level Healing Joyce Whiteley Hawkes 2011-06-07 An
internationally renowned biophysicist and practitioner of
traditional Eastern healing methods, Dr. Hawkes shows readers
how they can repair and renew their bodies at the cellular level.
Life After Life Raymond Moody 2015-12-15 The groundbreaking,
bestselling classic, now available in a special fortieth-anniversary
edition that includes a new Foreword from Eben Alexander, M.D.,
author of Proof of Heaven, and a new Afterword by the author.
Raymond Moody is the “father” of the modern NDE (Near Death
Experience) movement, and his pioneering work Life After Life
transformed the world, revolutionizing the way we think about
death and what lies beyond. Originally published in 1975, it is the
groundbreaking study of one hundred people who experienced
“clinical death” and were revived, and who tell, in their own
words, what lies beyond death. A smash bestseller that has sold
more than thirteen million copies around the globe, Life After Life
introduced us to concepts—including the bright light, the tunnel,
the presence of loved ones waiting on the other side—that have
become cultural memes today, and paved the way for modern
bestsellers by Eben Alexander, Todd Burpo, Mary Neal, and Betty
Eadie that have shaped countless readers notions about the end
life and the meaning of death.
My Mother's Hip Luise Margolies 2004 Some 400,000 hip
fractures occur every year, the vast majority among the elderly;
all too often these fractures are associated with death or severe
disability. After her mother's double hip fracture, Luisa Margolies
immersed herself in identifying and coordinating the services and
professionals needed to provide critical care for an elderly
person. She soon realized that the American medical system is ill
prepared to deal with the long-term care needs of our graying
society. The heart of My Mother's Hip is taken up with the
author's day-to-day observations as her mother's condition
worsened, then improved only to worsen again, while her father
became increasingly anxious and disoriented. As both a devoted
daughter and a skilled anthropologist, Margolies vividly renders
her interactions with physicians, nurses, hospital workers,
nursing home administrators, the Medicare bureaucracy, home
care providers, and her parents. In the Lessons chapter that
follows each episode, she discusses in a broader context the
weighty decisions that adult children must make on their parents'
behalf and the emotional toll their responsibility takes. Here she
addresses the complex practical issues that commonly arise in
such situations: understanding the consequences of hip fracture
and its treatment, preparing health care proxies and advanced
directives, enabling elders to remain at home, and the
heartbreaking dilemma of prolonging life. Like many adult
children, Margolies learned her lessons about eldercare in the
midst of crises. This book is intended to ease the informationgathering and decision-making processes for others involved in
eldercare. Author note: Luisa Margolies is Clinical Research
Director of the Hip Fracture Research Project of South Florida;
she serves as a consultant on aging-in-place as well as housing,
assistive technology, and universal design for the elderly. She
also is Director of Ediciones Venezolanas de Antropologia in
Caracas, Venezuela.
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The Psychic in You Jeffrey A. Wands 2004-02-17 The author
recounts the development of his psychic abilities while
challenging misconceptions about the supernatural world and
offering guidelines on how to hone intuitive powers in order to
contact the dead and improve one's life.
Lived Religion in the Ancient Mediterranean World Valentino
Gasparini 2020-04-06 The Lived Ancient Religion project has
radically changed perspectives on ancient religions and their
supposedly personal or public character. This volume applies and
further develops these methodological tools, new perspectives
and new questions. The religious transformations of the Roman
Imperial period appear in new light and more nuances by
comparative confrontation and the integration of many
disciplines. The contributions are written by specialists from a
variety of disciplinary contexts (Jewish Studies, Theology,
Classics, Early Christian Studies) dealing with the history of
religion of the Mediterranean, West-Asian, and European area
from the (late) Hellenistic period to the (early) Middle Ages and
shaped by their intensive exchange. From the point of view of
their respective fields of research, the contributors engage with
discourses on agency, embodiment, appropriation and
experience. They present innovative research in four fields also of
theoretical debate, which are “Experiencing the Religious”,
“Switching the Code”, „A Thing Called Body“ and
“Commemorating the Moment”.
Coping with Crisis Jim Burtles 2007-01-01 Burtles offers a fourstep process of self-discovery aimed at restoring confidence and
improving ones capability to deal with lifes problems after a
catastrophic event.
Touched by the Light Yvonne Kason 2019-08-03 Using fascinating
case stories, Dr. Yvonne Kason shares the results of her research
and experience counselling hundreds of STE experiencers.
Psyche's Exile: an empirical odyssey in search of the soul
Jerry Kroth 2011 Psyche’s Exile: an empirical odyssey in search of
the soul. “Psyche” means “soul” in Greek, and “psychology”
literally means ‘the study of the soul.’ For over a century
American psychology has gone in precisely the opposite direction.
Soul = mind, and mind = brain with no exceptions! This
reductionist paradigm is challenged in this book as Professor
Kroth reviews eight politically incorrect, ‘forbidden’ databases in
his empirical pursuit of the immortal soul of the ages: near-death
experiences, deathbed visions, precognitive dreams,
premonitions, synchronicity, telepathy, states of possession, just
to name a few. The journey leads to a fascinating rediscovery of
the soul. Reviews “Psyche’s Exile . . is an absolute treasure trove
of carefully collected experiential and experimental data spanning
the research areas of anthropology, sociology, religion,
spirituality, psychology, and physics. Although we are still some
human evolutionary time away from experimentally proving the
existence of the human soul, there is certainly enough good data
available at present to make it a viable working hypothesis. Dr.
Kroth is dedicated to his craft as a professional explorer of nature
in its many forms. For myself, I wouldn’t hesitate to recommend
this book to my scientific colleagues and my friends.” —William A.
Tiller, Ph.D., professor of physics: Stanford University; Author of
Science and Human Transformation
Jewish Spirituality Lewis D. Solomon 2000 When we think about
Judaism, we often focus on mechanical repetition and cookbooklike observances and rules. Yet, according to author Lewis D.
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Solomon, the ceremonies, rituals, and all the accompanying rules
and regulations are the byways of Judaism, not its highways or its
essence. For many, the ceremonies and rituals, although designed
to open and touch the spiritual dimension of existence, often
block their spiritual life and vitality. Jewish Spirituality:
Revitalizing Judaism for the Twenty–First Century offers the
vision of a personal, intimate experience of a living God as the
source of health, joy, love, abundance, and wholeness. It is
designed to help us meet and surmount our daily problems as
well as the crises we all face in living and, ultimately, in dying.
True to its practical orientation, Jewish Spirituality focuses on an
approach to living that is liberating, promotes and unfolds our
inner human possibilities, and helps us realize our highest self as
well as those of others around us.
Under The Eagle's Wing: Medicine, Mind, Metaphysics Carlisle
Holland, D. O. 2007
Teachers of Wisdom Igor Kononenko 2010-06-27
The Alchemy of Dreams I Wesley Wyatt 2014-03-05 What if the
stories are true? What if dreams represent a largely untapped
resource that could transform your life and relationships? After
all - everyone dreams, every night. In this, the first of three books
in The Alchemy of Dreams Series, author Wesley Wyatt provides a
rich and nuanced discourse on the potential of dreams, the
language of symbolism and dream interpretation. Utilizing the
psychic readings of the Edgar Cayce readings, the author
provides practical tools for accessing the inspiration and counsel
offered in dreams. - Increase your recall of dreams. - Discover the
causes and meaning of repetitive and disturbing dreams. - Learn
how dreams can assist you in expressing your true nature and
aptitudes. - Deepen your understanding of the language of the
soul - symbolism. - Learn specific techniques for translating the
personalized symbolism in your dreams. - Learn to 'incubate' a
dream on a specific concern.
The Spirit Transcendent Mark F. Yama 2020-03-27 What are
we to make of direct spiritual experience? Of accounts of going to
heaven or meeting angels? Traditional science would call these
hallucinations or delusions. Clinical psychologist Dr. Mark Yama
argues the opposite. Through interviews with his patients, he
shows that underneath the visions and experiences there is a
unifying spiritual reality apart from the material world. One of the
stories recounted in this book is the experience of a woman who
could see the future. In a spiritual transport, she was taken to
heaven where truths were revealed to her that she later
discovered were already written in Gnostic scripture. Another
woman lived a life marked by a spiritual sensitivity that defied
materialist explanation. After she passed away of cancer, she
came to inhabit the consciousness of another of Dr. Yama's
patients in the form of a benign possession. These stories, and
many others, argue for a deeper reality that places spirituality on
an equal footing with the material world.
Life After Life Raymond A Moody In Life After Life Raymond
Moody investigates more than one hundred case studies of people
who experienced "clinical death" and were subsequently revived.
First published in 1975, this classic exploration of life after death
started a revolution in popular attitudes about the afterlife and
established Dr. Moody as the world's leading authority in the field
of near-death experiences. Life after Life forever changed the way
we understand both death -- and life -- selling millions of copies to
a world hungry for a greater understanding of this mysterious
phenomenon. The extraordinary stories presented here provide
evidence that there is life after physical death, as Moody recounts
the testimonies of those who have been to the "other side" and
back -- all bearing striking similarities of an overwhelming
positive nature. These moving and inspiring accounts give us a
glimpse of the peace and unconditional love that await us all.
A Theory of Nothing D. N. Warren-Smith MSc. 2017-01-12 From
the day we are born, life is teaching us lessons. Whether it is how
we navigate our physical environment or our socio-cultural
surround, we are constantly trying to make sense of our reality by
listening to these life lessons. Yet while many of life’s lessons
reinforce our reality, every so often life’s lessons present us with
a curious idea—that everything out there, our reality, may not be
as “real” as it seems. A Theory of Nothing: How Is the Finite
Reality Created from the Infinite? chronicles one man’s lifelong
journey to develop life’s lessons into a concept of reality that
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challenges our preconceived notions of objectivity. Although we
tend to think of the world around us and our reality as being a
shared, objective world in which we live, author D. N. WarrenSmith furthers the philosophical argument that it is really our
subjective perceptions that shape and even make the world
around us. With compelling logical arguments and descriptions of
personal experience, he shows that our most basic assumptions
about the reality of our existence in fact keep the true nature of
reality hidden from us. Once we realise that there is no way to
conclusively prove that we actually exist in an objective reality,
we must weigh up the implications of a non-objective, subjective
reality and what it means for our lives. We have a choice for our
belief in what exists. How will you choose?
Life Phenomena Akademiia nauk SSSR. Institut istorii
estestvoznaniia i tekhniki 1966
Angels A to Z Evelyn Dorothy Oliver 2008-05-01 Written by two
recognized authorities on nontraditional religious movements,
this resource is one of the most comprehensive books on angels
and related topics currently available. More than 300 entries are
included and drawn from multiple religions, such as Christianity,
Islam, and Hindu traditions, as well as from pop culture. A variety
of angel topics are discussed, including celebrity angels,
classifications of angels, obscure angels still waiting for their big
break, guardian angels, fallen angels, Anaheim angels, biblical
figures associated with angels, angels in art and architecture, and
angels in the media and literature. Angels are also discussed in
terms of the occult and metaphysics, with entries on UFOs,
fairies, and witches. A comprehensive resource section lists
movies, books, magazines, and organizations related to angels.
Death in the Early Twenty-first Century Sébastien Penmellen
Boret 2017-07-18 Focusing on tradition, technology, and
authority, this volume challenges classical understandings that
mortuary rites are inherently conservative. The contributors
examine innovative and enduring ideas and practices of death,
which reflect and constitute changing patterns of social
relationships, memorialisation, and the afterlife. This crosscultural study examines the lived experiences of men and women
from societies across the globe with diverse religious heritages
and secular value systems. The book demonstrates that mortuary
practices are not fixed forms, but rather dynamic processes
negotiated by the dying, the bereaved, funeral experts, and public
institutions. In addition to offering a new theoretical perspective
on the anthropology of death, this work provides a rich resource
for readers interested in human responses to mortality: the one
certainty of human existence.
God Kelly Ryan Harriger 2009-05 Does God really exist? Or is He
just a grandiose delusion passed down through the millennia to
help us deal with our nagging need to find a purpose for our
existence? The author grew up in a believing household, never
questioning the existence of God, but as he grew older and more
interested in his faith, he developed a driving need to know
whether or not his faith was justified. A totally blind faith, one
that couldn't be supported with any hard evidence, just wouldn't
do. If God was real, then He must have left a trail of evidence for
a rational thinker to follow. But if there wasn't any trail to follow,
then all faith would be blind, and any faith would do as it would
become little more than a set of guidelines to follow in an attempt
to lead a spiritual and moral life. The author began his
exploratory journey with a set of questions that needed to be
answered. Do any of the world's religious scriptures reveal
information that has parallels in scientific discovery? Do any of
the world's religious scriptures offer specific prophesies that have
unfolded in recorded history? And lastly, did any of the world's
religious scriptures provide a blueprint for living that could
drastically change one's life from the inside out? As he sought
answers to these questions, he discovered an overwhelming
amount of supporting evidence, but it came with a catch: it all
pointed in one decisive direction. KELLY RYAN HARRIGER lives
in Pennsylvania. He spent most of his working career in Los
Angeles, California, as a professional writer in the world of
advertising, marketing and entertainment before returning to his
boyhood home in Pennsylvania, where he now works as a
marketing and advertising consultant for small businesses and
non-profit groups.
The God Parasite Abhijit Naskar 2016-12-27 International Best
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Seller The existence of God has long fascinated the human
species. Based on a system of belief and several historical
encounters with God, the human society has constructed various
religions. Whenever something bizarre bothers someone, and that
someone takes refuge in divine guidance, hardcore religious
preachers give only one absurd answer : “God works in a
mysterious way”. But has any of the billions of human minds on
this planet ever experienced a true Almighty Being? Or is there a
mysterious biological phenomenon underneath the human
experience of God and Divinity? Does a Supreme Omnipotent
Entity ever intervene in the daily issues of life on this planet? In
this book celebrated Neuroscientist and International Bestselling
Author Abhijit Naskar takes us to the scientific land of
investigation where we shall explore the true biological
foundation of God and religious beliefs. In this fascinating journey
of neuroscience we shall discover how exactly we humans
constructed God and not the other way around.
Life After Death Dinesh D'Souza 2009-11-02 Unlike many books
about the afterlife, Life after Death makes no appeal to religious
faith, divine revelation, or sacred texts. Drawing on some of the
most powerful theories and trends in physics, evolutionary
biology, science, philosophy, and psychology, D'Souza shows why
the atheist critique of immortality is irrational. It is not only
reasonable to believe in life after death; it is also beneficial. Such
a belief gives depth and significance to this life, a path to
happiness, and reason for hope.
Dare to Imagine Blake Sinclair 2014-11-03 Dare to Imagine: 18
Principles for Finding Peace, Happiness, and True Success is the
story of one lost soul who never stopped searching. The author
offers hope and actionable advice for those who want to find their
own peace, happiness, and success. Read this book, and be
prepared to challenge how you see yourself. You will see that
miracles really do happen.
Life after life : the investigation of a phenomenon ; survival
of bodily death Raymond Albert jr. Moody 1981
Retirement - Life's Mt. Everest Peter Rimbach 2011-08
Retirement is certainly not a new concept. In our Western
Societies it the way most individuals plan to spend the last third
of their lives. Depending on how financially and emotionally well
prepared one is, this period in one's life can provide rich and
rewarding experiences. On the other hand, there are dark
mysteries in these years that have been largely ignored.
However, Society is beginning to learn that for most people,
especially but not exclusively men, are psychological unprepared
for what they are finding in these latter years in their lives.
What's more, the problems that arise when a man retires are
totally unexpected, much less easily addressed. In some cases not
treating these psychological issues leads to divorce, alcoholism,
or in severe cases, suicide. This is why I call this period the Mr.
Everest on life. What's worse, the psychological community that
has taken on the challenge to protect society from situations like
this has all but ignored that there is any problem. I find this both
shocking and unconscious able. Up to now the Third Age
transition hasn't caused too many severe problems. However,
between January 1st 2011 and 2030 seventy million of the Baby
Boomer generation (some ten thousand per day) will have turned
sixty-five. This will do precisely to the Third Age what the same
cohort did to the earlier ages; reframe the dialogue. Retirees,
both women and men, must take heed to this issue that will
literally change their lives.
Life After Life: The Investigation of a Phenomenon, Survival of
Bod L
The Atheist's Primer Malcolm Murray 2010-04-06 The Athiest’s
Primer is a concise but wide-ranging introduction to a variety of
arguments, concepts, and issues pertaining to belief in God. In
lucid and engaging prose, Malcom Murray offers a penetrating
yet fair-minded critique of the traditional arguments for the
existence of God. He then explores a number of other important
issues relevant to religious belief, such as the problem of
suffering and the relationship between religion and morality, in
each case arguing that atheism is preferable to theism. The book
will appeal to both students and professionals in the philosophy of
religion, as well as general audiences interested in the topic.
Your Life After Their Death Karen Noe 2014 In Your Life After
Their Death, psychic medium Karen No shows you how to move
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on and enjoy life again after you've lost a loved one. As she often
states, "Your deceased loved ones are okay and want you to be,
too " Karen offers sympathetic yet practical advice as a person
who has also suffered through loss and wants to share what she's
found to be most helpful. She guides you through healing
techniques she's used with herself and clients, such as the
Emotional Freedom Technique (also known as tapping),
Ho'oponopono, the Law of Attraction, energy healing, prayer, and
meditation. She also shows you how to maintain your connection
with your loved ones--and even your pets --who have passed away.
You'll learn how to communicate with them and recognize
"without a doubt" signs from them, as well as how to connect with
a reputable psychic medium. In this very handy book, you'll
discover how you can keep the memory of your loved ones alive
while moving on with the rest of your life--so you can heal your
life after their death.
In Place of the Self Ron Dunselman 2015-09-16 The Author
sheds important new light on addiction, so that both individuals
and professionals can make more informed choices. Drawing on
extensive research with drug users and his rehabilitation work as
a psychologist, Ron Dunselman offers remarkable insights into:
why drugs are so attractive to users; the origin and history of
drugs; detailed descriptions of the physical and psychological
effects of each drug; how drugs undermine personal identity.
Heaven in the American Imagination Gary Scott Smith
2011-06-01 Does heaven exist? If so, what is it like? And how does
one get in? Throughout history, painters, poets, philosophers,
pastors, and many ordinary people have pondered these
questions. Perhaps no other topic captures the popular
imagination quite like heaven. Gary Scott Smith examines how
Americans from the Puritans to the present have imagined
heaven. He argues that whether Americans have perceived
heaven as reality or fantasy, as God's home or a human invention,
as a source of inspiration and comfort or an opiate that distracts
from earthly life, or as a place of worship or a perpetual
playground has varied largely according to the spirit of the age.
In the colonial era, conceptions of heaven focused primarily on
the glory of God. For the Victorians, heaven was a warm,
comfortable home where people would live forever with their
family and friends. Today, heaven is often less distinctively
Christian and more of a celestial entertainment center or a
paradise where everyone can reach his full potential. Drawing on
an astounding array of sources, including works of art, music,
sociology, psychology, folklore, liturgy, sermons, poetry, fiction,
jokes, and devotional books, Smith paints a sweeping, provocative
portrait of what Americans-from Jonathan Edwards to Mitch
Albom-have thought about heaven.
Fulfilled Dr. Anna Yusim 2017-06-27 Are you living the life you
thought you always wanted but feel that something is still
missing? Do you think you should be happier than you are,
considering all that you have? Have you achieved your
professional or personal goals but still feel racked with
insecurities, anxiety, or depression . . . and can't figure out why?
Psychiatrist Anna Yusim knows just how you feel. Not only has
she struggled with these feelings herself, but she has also worked
with patients upon patients who have expressed the same
bewildering concern: they have everything they've always
wanted, and yet deep down they don't feel fulfilled. Determined to
help herself and her patients, Dr. Yusim spent more than fifteen
years studying and conducting research and came to a startling
conclusion: this lingering feeling of dissatisfaction coincides with
spiritual neglect. Once she helped her patients address their
spiritual and psychological needs, she saw radical improvements
in their happiness levels and quality of life. Now science is
catching up with her innovative approach to therapy as
groundbreaking medical research and studies substantiate what
Dr. Yusim and many others have suspected for years: spirituality
is a powerful path to healing. Drawing from the best in Western
medicine, as well as teachings from Kabbalah, Buddhism, and
shamanistic traditions, Dr. Yusim has developed a program that
marries empirical science and spirituality to help you: Discover
your life's true purpose Eliminate self-defeating patterns and
roadblocks that are keeping you from living your most authentic
life Understand the scientific underpinnings behind "answered
prayers" and "random coincidences"-and why having faith in them
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can change your outlook for the better Appreciate how
consciousness shapes your reality and how to harness this
understanding to live a life of abundance. Filled with exercises,
guided meditations, fascinating scientific research, and inspiring
success stories, Fulfilled integrates the best of Western medicine
with universal spiritual principles to help you find more meaning,
more joy, and more fulfillment in your life.
Truly Well and Joyful Paula M. S. Paquette, MTS, MPA
2015-08-04 In the parables, Jesus of Nazareth taught many
lessons. The wisdom he gives us is timeless and certain to help us
find happiness, joy, peace, purpose, and fulfillment. We look for
fulfillment and meaning on a daily basis in the lives we lead. We
search for peace and restoration when the events of life are
difficult. Jesus’ teachings give us everything we need to know in
order to gain and maintain a steadfast, ever-present calm in the
storms of life. In Truly Well and Joyful: What the Parables
Promise, all of Jesus’ parables are presented and discussed.
Taken as a whole, the parables tell us all we need to know in
order to live truly well and joyful lives. They also teach us how to
overcome grief, how to live in the holy present moment, how to
find joy in service to others, how to find peace in responsibility,
how to live, love, and create more fully. This book will be a
timeless resource that you can refer to again and again to refresh
and strengthen yourself through the truest words ever spoken:
the parables.
100 of the Most Outrageous Comments about Life After
Life Thomas Stott 2013-02 In this book, we have hand-picked the
most sophisticated, unanticipated, absorbing (if not at times
crackpot!), original and musing book reviews of "Life After Life:
The Investigation of a Phenomenon--Survival of Bodily Death."
Don't say we didn't warn you: these reviews are known to shock
with their unconventionality or intimacy. Some may be startled by
their biting sincerity; others may be spellbound by their unbridled
flights of fantasy. Don't buy this book if: 1. You don't have nerves
of steel. 2. You expect to get pregnant in the next five minutes. 3.
You've heard it all.
The Diary Of The Deity G. James Royce 2005-02-01 In this
uniquely spiritual work of science fiction, author G. James Royce
reveals the motivation for żDeosż to create our universe, initiate
organic life, and shape the evolution of the human race.
The Map of Heaven Eben Alexander 2014-10-07 Looks at the
experiences of people who have had near death experiences and
compares it to religious and philosophical beliefs about the
afterlife from around the world.
God and Popular Culture: A Behind-the-Scenes Look at the
Entertainment Industry's Most Influential Figure [2
volumes] Stephen Butler Murray 2015-08-11 This contributed
two-volume work tackles a fascinating topic: how and why God
plays a central role in the modern world and profoundly
influences politics, art, culture, and our moral reflection—even
for nonbelievers. • Supplies a broad conception of "God" that
provides readers with a fuller and more accurate portrait of a
phenomenon that evolved substantially over time but also
remains an enduring—and enduringly influential—element of
popular culture • Explores not only how individuals grapple with
the question of God, but also how God invariably and
unintentionally enters people's thinking • Supplies direct
examples of the key role that God plays in everyday life that
readers will find compelling from both a personal and cultural
perspective • Comprises essays from sociologists, theologians,
cultural critics, and journalists that present a wide range of
perspectives and approaches to this universally relevant topic
Life After Life Raymond A. Moody (Jr.) 1976
The Feeling of Transcendence, an Experience of God? Louis Roy
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2021-04-15 In this book, Louis Roy takes account of the fact that,
in the last fifty years, numerous people in the secularized West
have responded yes to surveys that asked, "Are you aware of
having had an experience during which you felt in the presence of
a dimension or a reality very different from ordinary human life?"
Are such experiences mere illusions? Some thinkers, like
Feuerbach and Freud, believed so. Are such experiences
encounters with God? Karl Barth, a great Protestant theologian,
did not think much of their worth. On this issue, psychologists
and theologians are divided. Roy argues that those experiences
are valid, that they possess a real potential, and that they can
open their recipients to a genuine wisdom. He reports on eight
narratives, spells out their constitutive elements, classifies them
into four categories--aesthetic, ontological, ethical, and
interpersonal--and suggests criteria to assess their concrete
authenticity. Thus, this book will appeal to educated readers
interested in spirituality, philosophy of religion, psychology,
literature, theology, and pastoral ministry.
They Walk Among Us Emma Heathcote James 2007-04-30 Is there
life after death? Bestselling author Emma Heathcote-James is the
first to present the astonishing and compelling evidence that
suggests spirits can be made to appear in physical form. Drawing
on scientific research from colleagues and her own recordings
and eyewitness accounts, Emma reveals the incredible cases that
may provide conclusive proof of an afterlife. Charting the
phenomena of moving apparitions and objects passed from the
spirit world to ours, this book takes the field of psychic study into
the 21st century. Written in an accessible style, "They Walk
Among Us" will appeal to anyone with an open mind and an
interest in alternative views of what happens to us when we die.
Living in a Mindful Universe Eben Alexander 2017-10-17 Dr.
Eben Alexander, author of international phenomenon Proof of
Heaven, shares the next phase of his journey to understand the
true nature of consciousness and how to cultivate a state of
harmony with the universe and our higher purpose. In 2008, Dr.
Eben Alexander's brain was severely damaged by a devastating
case of bacterial meningitis, and he lapsed into a weeklong coma.
It was almost certainly a death sentence, but he miraculously
survived and brought back with him an astounding story. During
those 7 days in coma, he was plunged into the deepest realms of
consciousness and came to understand profound truths about the
universe we inhabit. What he learned changed everything he
knew about the brain, mind, and consciousness and drove him to
ask a question confounding the entire scientific community: How
do you explain the origins of consciousness if it is not a byproduct
of the brain? His challenge relates to a revolutionary shift now
underway within our modern scientific understanding. Ultimately,
direct experience is key to fully understanding how we are all
connected through the binding force of unconditional love and its
unlimited power to heal. In Living in a Mindful Universe, the New
York Times bestselling author of Proof of Heaven and The Map of
Heaven shares his insights into the true nature of consciousness.
Embracing his radically new worldview, he began a committed
program of personal exploration into nonlocal consciousness.
Along the way, he met Karen Newell, who had spent most of her
lifetime living the worldview he had only just discovered was
possible. Her personal knowledge came from testing various
techniques and theories as part of her daily routine. With Living
in a Mindful Universe, they teach you how to tap into your
greater mind and the power of the heart to facilitate
enhancement of healing, relationships, creativity, guidance, and
more. Using various modalities related to meditation and
mindfulness, you will gain the power to access that infinite source
of knowing so vital to us all, ultimately enriching every facet of
our lives.
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